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GEOPDF PUBLISHER FOR ARCGIS PRO

THE NEXT GENERATION GEOPDF® SOLUTION
FOR ARCGIS DESKTOP
GeoPDF® Publisher for ArcGIS® Pro is an extension to Esri® ArcGIS
Pro that allows you to produce and consume GeoPDF documents
with ArcGIS Pro. GeoPDF documents can be shared with the
broadest possible audience to extend the reach and value of your
investment in ArcGIS. GeoPDF Publisher for ArcGIS Pro gives you
unmatched capabilities for configuring and optimizing the PDF
documents you create with ArcGIS. Additionally, the GeoPDF
documents made with GeoPDF Publisher for ArcGIS Pro are
enabled for use with the free GeoPDF Toolbar, an extension to
free Adobe® Reader® (or Adobe Acrobat®) that provide a host of
interactive capabilities that can be exploited by non-GIS users,
including an Identify Tool similar to the one provided by ArcGIS
Pro, for inspecting feature attributes, simultaneous display of
multiple geographic coordinates, measurements, and geospatial
markup.

SHARE MAPS OUTSIDE THE ENTERPRISE

Only interactive, portable, intelligent GeoPDF maps and imagery
produced by TerraGo Publisher allow users to access, update and
share compact location intelligence with stakeholders inside and
outside the enterprise, between disparate organizations and IT
infrastructures, to improve the accuracy and timeliness of
information. As a gold partner of Esri and Adobe, TerraGo
complements and extends ArcGIS by bridging the gap between an
organization and its stakeholders to fully support collaborative
decision making.

FEATURES
•

CONTROL GEOPDF LAYERS & ADD HYPERLINKS

Publisher transforms static maps and imagery into powerful
geospatial applications, with advanced features such as precision
layer control — which provides users with fine tune control over
which layers to turn on and off in a GeoPDF — and hyperlinking
to documents, photos and files on a shared server from within
the TerraGo workflow, which extend the value of traditional GIS
systems and existing geospatial data.

Export options including:
o

Layout View Exports

o

Graphic Image
Resolution

o

Graphic Vector

o

GeoPDF

o

Insert PDF

•

Advanced layering features
for GeoPDF, labelings,
schemes, and actions

•

Embed attributes in a
GeoPackage format

•

Support for ArcGIS Pro 2.4,
2.5, and 2.6
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RECEIVE UPDATED MAP DATA FROM THE FIELD
Publisher, in combination with TerraGo Toolbar®, provides mobile
field workers with the ability to share comments, complete forms
and add photos, audio, video and multimedia to GeoPDF maps,
imagery and data for round-tripping to analysts at headquarters to
ensure the system-of-record is up- to-date with the most accurate
and timely location intelligence and support informed decision
making throughout the enterprise.

MAXIMIZE THE VALUE OF GIS INFRASTRUCTURE
Publisher provides GIS analysts with greater control over the
geospatial intelligence they create, ensuring that only relevant,
timely and accurate information is shared with field workers and
decision makers — even those without GIS training — to maximize
the value of an organization’s existing GIS infrastructure by
allowing users to access, update and share intelligence, no matter
where they are located.

BENEFITS
•

Extend the value of existing
GIS systems to serve a wider
audience

•

Improve situational awareness
& decision-making

•

Increase analyst productivity
through automated workflows

•

Streamline communication
with field personnel

•

Create GeoPDF maps,
accessible by anyone with
Adobe Reader

•

Instantly share GeoPDF with
TerraGo Edge users on
desktop, laptop and mobile
devices
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